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AN OFFICIAL PRESS RELEASE 

Razny Jewelers

Design the Perfect Ring Stack at the Bring
Your Own Bands Party by Razny Jewelers
For two days only, visitors can work with jewelry stylists to update their look
with new designs from Sethi Couture.

CHICAGO and HIGHLAND PARK, Illinois, October 16, 2019

(Newswire.com) - Let’s face it: When it comes to jewelry,

wearing the same things over and over again loses its appeal

rather quickly. But sometimes, all that’s needed to fix that is a

new way of looking at things. That’s where Razny Jewelers, a

local luxury retailer, is here to help!

Next week, Razny Jewelers will host their first-ever event with

Sethi Couture, where attendees can learn new ways to wear

their favorite jewels. The Get Stacked! Bring Your Own Bands

Party will take place at Razny Jewelers’ downtown Chicago

boutique on October 24th from 4PM-7PM, and at their

Highland Park boutique on October 26th from 11AM-4PM.

Ring stacking, a jewelry trend that has gained momentum since its arrival onto the fashion scene last

year, is considered by the fashion set an art form in itself. At Razny Jewelers’ Bring Your Own Bands

Party, jewelry lovers can work with jewelry stylists on staff to create brand-new looks to wear with

any ensemble. 

For those interested in adding a new ring or two to their jewelry box, visitors can also browse Sethi

Couture’s collection of delicate, vintage-inspired rings. Discover hard-to-find diamond shapes, like

rose and old mine cuts, set alongside design details finished in unexpected ways. 

Sethi Couture’s 18kt gold stackable diamond rings also make heartwarming presents for birthday

celebrants, new mothers, and loved ones. Gift them to someone special to commemorate a

milestone in their lives -- or even just because. 

Established in 2010 by sisters Pratima and Prera Sethi, Sethi Couture specializes in elevated everyday

jewelry. By combining natural colored gemstones with vintage aesthetics, each piece exudes Old

World charm and romantic appeal. 

Contact Razny Jewelers to book an appointment with one of the retailer’s jewelry stylists. However,

time slots are limited, so get in touch today! 

About Razny Jewelers

First established in 1951 by Stanley and Jane Razny, Razny Jewelers has grown to include four

luxurious boutiques in Chicago, Addison, Highland Park, and Hinsdale, Illinois. In addition to offering

the finest engagement rings, wedding bands, and fashion jewelry in the area, Razny Jewelers also

represents timepieces from world-renowned watchmakers like Rolex and Patek Philippe. In fact, the

retailer’s showroom in Chicago is the only Patek Philippe dealer in the city’s prestigious Gold Coast

District. 

For more information on Razny Jewelers’ brands and services, contact the retailer by sending an

email to info@razny.com or visiting their Contact Us page.
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